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MILLS
VANDALISM:
PRANK GONE
WRONG?
by Suzannah Guthmann
On Sunday, March 17th,
Mills Hall was vandalized.
The stairs leading down to
the walkway that passes in
front of Founders, their
railings, and the retaining
wall were spray painted
yellow. Also, perhaps most
notable, a rough copy of
the First Belz logo, a stylized letter B, was spray
painted on a variety of
surfaces in that area.
photo from @covenantcollege on Instagram

ALINE SLUIS WINS INAUGURAL
NICHOLAS BARKER AWARD
by Marie Bowen

with the hopes of encouraging the writing of powerful
Friday, March 15th marked stories that are steeped in
the first award ceremony transcendent realities.
of the inaugural Nicholas
Barker Short-Fiction contest “Our dream was that one
created by Dr. Robert Erle day evangelical Protestants
Barham and Dr. Hans Ma- would give us stories that
dueme. These avid fiction pull us out of our spiritual
lovers created this contest slumber, stories that remind

us palpably, tangibly, evocatively, that this world that
we live in is a theatre for
God’s glory,” Madueme said
to begin the awards ceremony. “Our dream is that one
day Covenant College students and graduates would
be writing electrifying stories that shock their readers

with the spiritual power and
wonder of the Biblical story.”
In the second floor Library
Lounge, Barham and Madueme honored the first
Nicholas Barker contest
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

So far, the identities of the
individual or group who
actually did the painting
remains unknown, along
with their motive.
Joseph “Pangh” Comer
(‘19), the RA of First Belz,
said, “As the RA of First
Belz, we do not take responsibility for the vandalism act that was done
on the Mills stairwell. It
was disgraceful and distasteful and does not reflect well on the college. If
the college has not figured
out who did it, I encourCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

BUS IT TO THE DANCE
by Anna Rogers
As our good friend Bill
Shakespeare once said,
“Sweet lovers love the
spring.”
Here at Covenant College,
there is no better time to see
sweet lovers in the spring
than at Spring Formal itself. That’s right folks, we’re
talking about THE Spring
Formal, which took place
Saturday, March 22nd at the
Hunter Museum of American Art. Spring Formal is
Covenant’s spring dance,
where students dress up in
formal attire in the spring
time to attend the formal
dance that happens annually during the spring while
wearing formal clothes.
Naturally, it’s a big deal.
At Spring Formal, options
are limitless. First of all,
students have free reign to
walk the halls of the Hunter
itself and take in the sights
of the various works of art
displayed. While this is an
option, most Spring Formal goers take this time to
photograph themselves or

other couples by many of
the picturesque works of
art, including the infamous
“Phenomena Royal Violet
Visitation,” a 1977 acrylic
painting by artist Paul Jenkins. You may know this
work as the one painting
everyone takes pictures by
that looks a like a collection of colorful feathers. It’s
very popular among the picture-taking crowd.
Second among the options
of activities at Spring Formal is the option of dance!
Students can choose between gracefully swing
dancing the night away to
classical melodies, including a few songs sung by
Covenant alumna Sammie
Brown (‘18), and moshing
to some lit tunes on the upper dance floor outside.
Local style icon and Third
North queen Eden Anyabwile (‘21) dusted off her
turntables and was dubbed
this year’s disc jockey, or
“DJ.” Anyabwile played
some classy favorites, including “SICKO MODE”
by Travis Scott feat. Drake,

photo by Amos Corbett

earning her some serious “you can, but all my playlists the dance floor, even to the
respect among the DJ-ing are private.” Tragedy at its point of pushing each othcommunity.
finest.
er and falling into innocent
bystanders. Is this dancWhen asked to comment, As with any event, there are ing? The jury’s still out, but
Anyabwile said, “It was an always the downsides, the nonetheless, the jumping
honor and a privilege to hardships, the struggles. and bumping continue, and
serve our great nation in Spring Formal is no excep- it is intense. So intense that
this way and to serve our tion. Many dancers decide toes get smushed.
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ to ditch their shoes when
with my new found little c they hit the dance floor, but One of the toe-smushing
calling.”
at what cost? Turns out that culprits was Catacombian
cost is smushed toes.
AJ Rollman (‘22) who was
Want to hear more of the
jumping around so feroon-the-rise DJ? “If you It is not uncommon to see ciously during Fetty Wap’s
would like to follow me on students jumping up and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
Spotify,” said Anyabwile, down with great might on
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COVENANT PSYCHOLOGY
STUDENTS AT SEPA
by Esther Pruitt

Covenant students were encouraged to attend paper
On March 20th, a group of sessions and symposiums
Covenant students depart- that interested them during
ed for Jacksonville, Florida, their time at the conferto attend the Southeastern ence, but first-time attendPsychological Association ees were also expected to
(SEPA) annual meeting. fulfill breadth requirements
The three-day conference in order to sample various
consisted of the chance to branches of psychology.
present research for fellow
undergraduates and profes- Kayla Seufert (‘19) said,
sionals who were in atten- “The breadth requirement
dance and networking op- forced me to break out of
portunities for the students. my comfort zone of what
I’m naturally drawn to in the
A number of students ap- field of psychology and proplied to present research vided me with the opportufrom either independent nity to hear about a variety
study work or Dr. Yue’s re- of areas of current research
search methods course last which was pretty cool. One
fall, resulting in 100% ac- example was in the field of
ceptance for Covenant Col- social/personality factors
lege applicants this year.
and I sat in on a paper session about whether or not
Abigail Kern (‘20) was one Cards Against Humanity inof the students invited to creases levels of prejudice. It
present at the conference. was a really interesting topic
“Going into it, I was terri- and opened my eyes to how
fied of presenting my re- diverse the field of research
search. But when it came spans across. Overall it was
down to it, I realized that I a great experience and I am
worked really hard on this so glad I had the opportuniproject. It was my work and ty to go.”
I became excited to share
that with people. Profes- A number of students, insors and students were so cluding Maddie Sparks
kind and listened intently, (‘20), feel that SEPA should
and that definitely made me not be one-time experience.
more confident in my work Sparks, who presented reand that I want to do more search in Jacksonville, FL
research in the future.”
this year, as well as Charleston, SC in 2018, shared her

MILLS VANDALISM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

age those people to turn
themselves in. Also to the
people who attempted to
frame us with our logo:
We are insulted that they
would try to frame us, but
even more so, we are insulted by how poorly our
logo was represented. I
can only imagine that Senior Neil McCarthy (‘19),
the creator of the First
Belz new logo three and
a half years ago, is deeply
hurt that someone would
misrepresent our logo so
poorly… We will accept
any apologies or retributions by those deviants.”

ities staff, but we do our
best to work with students
in regards to ownership
and accountability. These
two recent actions have
clearly crossed the line. …
We will not tolerate these
types of actions that break
the law and have destructive effects on the community as a whole.”
Many have often skirted that line pointed out
by Dean Voyles, while
not even knowing it was
there. What is the difference between vandalism

photo courtesy of Abby Gienapp

experience as a returning
student. “Since this was my
second time at SEPA, I was
able to set better goals because I knew more of what to
expect. I felt more confident
about approaching psychologists and graduate students
that I wanted to talk to since
I knew that was a normal
thing to do at SEPA. I specifically focused on learning
more about what the path to
graduate school looks like
this time. SEPA offers lots
of resources for undergraduates, so I was really able to
take advantage of those this
year,” said Sparks.
Caleb Myers (‘19) found
that attending SEPA affirmed his desire to go into
clinical psychology after
graduation. “SEPA was definitely worth the time and
energy that we had to put
in for it. On the trip I feel
and a prank? Vandalism
is defined as an action involving the deliberate destruction of, or damage to,
public or private property.
A prank is simply defined
as a practical joke or mischievous act. While this
action is being called vandalism by Student Development, others say that it
is similar to or no different than the pranks that
occur on halls, outside of
a more public eye.
J. Corey Dupree, Director
of Facilities Management

like I’ve gotten closer to a lot
of people, learned so much
that I probably wouldn’t
have been exposed to otherwise, and even felt reassured
in what I’d like to do for the
future.”
The conference also allowed
Covenant students to network with potential future
employers in their areas of
interest. Yolanda Melgarejo
(‘20) hopes to pursue neuropsychology and was able
to speak with experts in the
field. “I went to the specific
sessions that were on cognitive neuroscience so that I
would be able to speak with
professors and neuroscientists who were attending
the talks. After one lecture,
I spoke with a graduate student who directed me to her
mentor, who was the head
of a neuropsychology lab at
Georgia State. She talked to
said, “This vandalism
does typify a prank culture of damaging buildings and property that
takes away resources from
other campus priorities.
The same effort going
into restoring the Mills
facilities from this prank
is not much different in
scope than that of the recovery efforts from other
such
vandalism/pranks
that happen away from
the public eye on individual hallways or in resident
rooms. The distinction of
vandalism in this instance

me about graduate school
and about her lab. She gave
tips for applying to graduate school and spoke to
what she was looking for in
a student who applied to her
lab, specifically. I was able
to see that each program is
unique and speaking with
her taught me what types of
questions I should ask when
I’m reaching out to graduate
school faculty in the coming
year.”
Dr. Kevin Eames, chair of
Covenant’s psychology department, has been granted
the honor of being President of SEPA allowing him
to have various responsibilities in the coming year, including the task of selecting
speakers for the next annual
meeting held in New Orleans, LA in the spring of
2020.

is that it has happened in
full view of the campus.
Our staff is working with
the available resources to
clean this prank up as expediently as possible.”
Campus Safety and Security, along with Student
Development, are still going through security surveillance of campus, while
still hoping that those who
committed the prank will
come forward.

The event has sparked
questions about pranks
around campus, considered by many a vital part
of the college’s traditions.
Whether malicious or
a harmless prank gone
wrong (for New Girl
watchers, à la Winston?),
Student Development appears fed up with the excuses. In an email sent
to the student body on
Thursday, March 21st,
Dean Voyles said, “We
have a history of pranks
at the college. On occasion those pranks have
walked the line in regards
to damage and defacement of property and creating work for our facil-

photo from @belzyeah on Instagram
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SPRING FORMALITIES

This was Rollman’s first
Spring Formal, so naturally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
he had to go his hardest out
on the dance floor. Rollman
“Trap Queen” that his glass- said that overall it was a
es were thrown from his great night, but “during the
face. When asked about great rendition of ‘SICKO
the toe smushing incident, MODE,’ the amount of toes
Rollman said that “‘Oh crap. and feet that got smashed
I’m so sorry,’ were easily must have been as numerthe words I used the most ous as the stars.”
[throughout the night].”
Gabrielle Amorelli (‘20),

a victim of the toe smushing, was not amused with
the jumping and bumping. When asked how she
felt about Rollman’s many
offenses, she responded,
“How can he live with himself knowing that he has
caused the pain of a thousand women?” It seems as
though toe smushing is inevitable, Gaby, and it is just
the price we must pay for

good times and good music.

Sluis read the beginning of
her piece, which seemed
to captivate the audience
members with its rich, apocalyptic imagery that sets the
stage for a powerful, arresting story.

continue to do stuff like that
in my work.”

they were observing the
conventions masterfully,”
Barham said. “On the level
of the prose, both of them
are really eloquent. They
had a kind of manner of
expression that suggested
real command: every word
seemed to be in service of
their design. Also, both of
the writers seemed to be allergic to cliché, which I really appreciated.”

ALINE SLUIS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

winner, Aline Sluis (‘20),
and runner-up, Katherine
Scott (‘19), who exemplified
the beginning fulfillment of
this vision. At the ceremony,
both authors read excerpts
from their short-fiction
pieces that sought to encapsulate supernatural realities
by depicting this world as
a “theatre of God’s glory.”
Both authors had the opportunity to comment on
their stories, offering a personal sneak-peek behind
their writing.
Sluis’ piece entitled “Staggersville” is set in the Wild
West, a setting which Sluis
said lends itself beautifully
to the supernatural. “Here
you have this powerful
stranger who comes in from
out of nowhere and often
brings swift and decisive
judgment with him,” she
said. “And I thought, that
sounds a lot like what happens in the Old Testament.
A specific example would be
the Angel of Death that descends upon the Egyptians
in the Exodus. I took that
idea and ran with it.”

Scott’s piece entitled “Travis” is a coming of age story
narrated by a young pastor’s daughter. Throughout
the story, she reflects on
her friendship with a young
boy in her neighborhood
and her father’s role as a respected pastor. This leads
her to learning a lot about
the world in the midst of
tragedy and her own honest
questioning.

“It was a masterful handling
not just of the short fiction
form but of the genre of
Spaghetti Western,” Barham
said in regards to Sluis’s
work. “She was always observing, but creatively playing with the conventions of
that genre, and thematically
they served her unique vi- Scott herself is a pastor’s
sion.”
daughter. Although her
piece is not auto-biographWhen Sluis had found out ical, Scott enjoyed many
she won the award, she elements of the playful exwas so ecstatic at first that perience of her fictional
she didn’t know how to re- character as reflective of her
spond to the email right own childhood adventures
away. During the awards in the outdoors. Although
ceremony, she was simul- she had been nervous to
taneously nervous yet very share her work, she was so
honored to share her work. thankful for the opportuniSluis said she hopes to con- ty. “I was really excited betinue emulating the way the cause it was really so much
show “Twin Peaks” and the fun to write,” Scott said. “I
movie “The Shining” handle am very happy to share it,
the supernatural. “I really and it was a huge honor.”
admire the artistry that goes Scott hopes to write more
into both as far as making fiction in the future.
the supernatural appear like
a very real and threatening “The impression that both
thing,” Sluis said. “I want to of these writers gave is that

one billion dollar business.
We even know that the most
You may be reaching the shoplifted item in Europe is
end of this article and think- cheese. Most importantly,
ing, “Okay, cool, but what we have learned that SPF
knowledge can I gain from no longer stands for “sun
reading this?” Very insight- protection factor,” “spruce,
ful of you. What have we pine, and fir,” or even the
learned? Well, for starters, “Singapore Police Force.”
now we know that 12% percent of sleepers dream in Spread the word, ladies and
black and white. We also gentleman, because SPF
know that baby carrots are a stands for SPring Formal.

Renee Mathis, an Advisor
on the Covenant College’s
Board of Trustees, helped to
support the award through
a financial gift. She has been
teaching high school writing and literature for thirty
years and was delighted to
contribute to the vision.
“What better thing for a
teacher to do than give
back,” she said. “I was really
excited about helping them,
and both of my daughters
had Dr. Barham and Dr.
Madueme when they were
Covenant students.”
Mathis was excited to attend the award ceremony
and hear from the authors.
“The results speak for themselves,” Mathis said. “It was
wonderful. Any time you

can hear an author read
their own work, that is the
best.”
A total of 15 Covenant College students submitted
works to the contest and
were honored on the back
of the program during the
ceremony. With permission
from the authors, Barham
and Madueme hope to have
a bound volume of all of
the entries available in the
Kresge Memorial Library
soon. “All the contributions
were delightful,” Barham
said.
If you were unable to submit
a piece this year, never fear!
Barham and Madueme hope
to make the Nicholas Barker
Contest an annual endeavor.
They plan to have an information session with further
details to come. They may
play with the recipe a little
bit, but the parameters will
remain fairly similar. So,
Covenant College, will you
be a part of this mission for
good Christian fiction? You
better get to writing.

ROBERT KRAFT SOLICITING
PROSTITUTION
by Christan Murray
CNN reported that on
February 22, police in Jupiter, Florida, announced
that Robert Kraft was one
of a number of men being charged with a misdemeanor solicitation of
prostitution in connection
with their visits to the Jupiter Day Spa. The charge is
a first-degree misdemeanor, punishable by up to one
year in jail, a $5,000 civil
penalty, and 100 hours of
community service. Kraft is
the owner of the New England Patriots (NFL), New
England Revolution (MLS),
and Gillette Stadium, which
is where both teams play. He
is also the CEO of The Kraft
Group, and is worth $6.6
billion.
Police report that Kraft
went to the massage parlor
on January 19 and 20, the
day that the Patriots won
the AFC championship and
a berth to the Super Bowl.
Both times, Kraft engaged
in paying for sexual acts.
This can be confirmed, be-

cause on January 15, a detective was granted a search
warrant that legally permitted police to install hidden
cameras in each of the massage rooms and the lobby.

monoxide poisoning would
affect the canary before it
would affect the miners, so
whenever they were in the
depths of a coalmine and
the canary died, they knew
that they needed to resurDespite this evidence, when face, lest they die from carprosecutors offered Kraft bon monoxide poisoning.
a deal that included dropping all charges, 100 hours Kraft is the canary because
of community service, un- he has drawn national atdergoing STI screening, tention to the issue of illicit
and taking a class on the massage businesses (IMBs),
dangers of soliciting prosti- and what’s happening to him
tution, he rejected it. Kraft is deterring other sex buyers
and his team of lawyers are from continuing to go to
working to ensure that the these places. Legally, Kraft
video footage captured by is only being charged with
law enforcement will not be soliciting prostitution, but
released. Some legal experts the “prostitutes” are actually
have concluded that this is transnational sex traﬃcking
the real reason why he is re- victims from China. The Pojecting the deal.
laris Project has estimated
that roughly 9,000 of these
In an article from Justia IMBs operate throughout
Verdict, one legal expert re- the U.S., and these businessferred to Kraft as the canary es are everywhere—even in
in the coal mine. Here is the small town of Rossville,
what it means: when min- GA, which is about twenty
ers descended into a coal minutes from our campus.
mine, they would bring a
canary with them, since The Robert Kraft case is
they couldn’t detect carbon raising awareness of just
monoxide levels. Carbon how prevalent IMBs are in

photo from nbcnews.com

the U.S. and because of this,
other sex buyers, known as
“Johns,” will certainly be
more hesitant to frequent
these places, considering
that the police can secretly
install hidden cameras in
the massage parlor rooms.
The Kraft case isn’t over
yet, so continue to keep up
with it to see how the justice
system treats the famous,
wealthy criminal. As of now,
Kraft and his legal team are
seeking to have the charges
dropped. According to USA
Today, Kraft may not have
to appear in court, and his
legal team is working to
ensure that the video evidence is ruled “impermissible” by the court. If this
happens, Kraft may be able

to plead not guilty and win.
On March 24, Kraft issued
a public apology for his behavior.
If you have any questions
or want to talk about transnational human traﬃcking
in the U.S., please reach
out to me
I have worked
with local law enforcement
regarding the IMB in Rossville, GA, as well as a few
IMB cases with the NYPD
in Manhattan. Just this past
week, I was in Philadelphia doing the same thing.
I would love to share all of
my experiences with you, so
please do not hesitate to get
in touch with me.
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THE MASTERS, NOSTALGIA, AND
SPRINGTIME
by Jonathan Kaufmann

The chirping birds, the vibrant green grass, and the
roar of the patrons. It is
hard to think of a more
classy sporting event than
the Masters. The Masters always takes place on the first
full week of April just down
the road at Augusta National Golf Club. It is the first
of four major Golf tournaments every year and is the
most coveted one by professional golfers. The Masters
has always delivered iconic
American sports moments,
like Jordan Spieth’s heartbreaking and equally befuddling collapse in 2016, or

Tiger Woods’ putt in 2005
that hung on the lip of the
hole for what seemed like
an eternity before dropping
in, but the Masters is also a
landmark of the change of
seasons. There is a reason
the achingly beautiful piano theme makes us warm
and fuzzy inside. After cold,
dark winters, the Masters is
a sign of things to come, a
symbol of hope. Early April
in New York City is not particularly warm or sunny, so
when the Masters came on
at my house, and images of
80 degree Augusta, Georgia, filled the TV screen, I
longed to be there. I could
almost smell spring-time

through the TV and it made
me ecstatic for the coming
season.
The Masters was also a time
for family at my house.
My brother, my Dad, and
I would keep tabs on the
tournament on Thursday
and Friday, but once the
weekend hit, we planted
ourselves in front of the TV.
Tiger Woods was always
the favorite at our house,
but as his career hit a massive bump, our allegiances
turned to Jordan Spieth.
Having stock in one player
made the tournament more
exciting and we would be
fully devoted to him come

Sunday afternoon. This
approach has led to both
heartbreak and joy in the
past few years. These intense
weekends every April were
bonding experiences for my
brother, my Dad, and me.
As the years went on, my
brother’s and my knowledge
of golf grew, and we became
legitimate fans of the sport.
My dad had brought my
brother into something special by watching the Masters with us when we were
young, and one day I will do
the same with my children.
The Masters is not just a
sporting event, it is a symbol
of spring and quality family time. So when the Masters arrive next week, I’ll be
watching because I am a golf
fan, but also because of what
the Masters means to me.

FACULTY
QUOTE
“Sometimes I speak out
loud and I don’t even
know what I’m saying.”

- Dr. Kapic
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JIMMER

by Nate Plating

This past summer I drove
two hours to Georgia State’s
basketball arena. Was it to
watch my Panthers play basketball? No, it was not. It
was to watch the much touted matchup between Scarlet
and Grey and Team Fredette
in the quarterfinals of the
Basketball Tournament, an
open-application basketball
tournament held each year.
When I first learned of basketball I was living in Columbus, OH, minutes from
the Ohio State University
and their sports teams of
old, featuring Troy Smith,
James Laurinaitis, Mike
Conley, Greg Oden, and
Othello Hunter. I was taken. Smith was wild—elusive
and capable of big plays at

the unlikeliest times. Laurinaitis’ dad was professional
wrestler Road Warrior Animal, and that’s real cool.
Conley and Oden were dynamic and flanked by a stellar supporting cast—Othello Hunter, David Lighty,
and Daequan Cook. My
love for Ohio State basketball only grew from there.
Through Jared Sullinger
and Evan Turner, and up to
Aaron Craft, before quickly
becoming so much harder
to love—as much as Keita
Bates-Diop tried to help.

facing off against Jimmer
Fredette. Much to my disappointment, Scarlet and
Grey were a bummer. Greg
Oden played about 2 minutes before his knees gave
out. Sullinger, a solid NBA
player at one time and dominating force in the tournament until this point, had
gotten married a few days
before the game and was
not feeling like continuing
his domination. Aaron Craft
did try really hard and that
was great, and Jon Diebler
lit up from 3. But the real
show was Jimmer Fredette,
their opponent.

After an electrifying career
So, when I stumbled across at Brigham Young Universithe news that a team made ty, Fredette had floundered
up of Aaron Craft, Greg in the NBA for years before
Oden, Jared Sullinger, three going to play in the Chinese
legends, and fellow Buckeye Basketball Association. In
teammates, would be play- China he would average
ing nearby, I had to see it. over 35ppg in both of his
And even better, they were two seasons while shooting

nearly 40% from the 3-point
line. And he dominated
the Buckeyes alumni team.
He had total control of the
game. He was in top notch
shape. He executed anything
he wanted to. And he was
back to his old ways pulling near half court 3-point
shots and draining them. I

was nothing but impressed
after seeing him play. It was
almost as cool as standing
a few feet from Greg Oden
and his massive knees and
realizing just how enormous
he is. And now Jimmer is
back, having signed a 2-year
deal with the Phoenix Suns.
And I wish him the best.
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REPLAY: THE FIRST ART
SIP SHOW
by Ellie Brown

“A replay can offer both
threat and possibility. On
one hand, a replay can reveal an error or malicious
act that we might prefer be
missed entirely. We might
replay a hurtful encounter
over and over again in our
minds or loop a humiliating
gaffe. At the same time, a replay can provide the opportunity to revel in overlooked
details and delight repeatedly at a fleeting moment.”
- Dr. Elissa Yukiko Weichbrodt
It’s that time of year again,
where the baby flower buds
are just beginning to blossom, and down in the Lucas Art Building, art SIPs
are just starting to be displayed. This year, there are
sixteen seniors in the art department, for a grand total
of four SIP shows that will
only be up for around ten
days each. The first of these
shows was “Replay,” featuring the work of Mary Katherine Miller, Carl Simakoff,
Molly Kelley, and Hannah
Orren. Curated by Dr. Elissa Yukiko Weichbrodt, the
show as a whole explores
ideas of repetition, vulnerability, community, and the
narratives that shape us.
Mary Katherine Miller’s
SIP consisted of large crepe
flowers that took her four
hours each to make, as well
as a junk drawer of seed
packets, with photographs
of objects on the outside and
memories on the inside. She
invites the viewer to interact
with her piece, to take the
time to slow down and see
the things that have shaped
her. I had the privilege of
interviewing Miller individually about her piece, and
asked her about the memories in the seed packets, in
particular, why they were
written from her perspective, and not the perspective
of the person to whom the
memory belonged.
“I wanted to make it anonymous. I didn’t think it
was necessary for people to
know who each object was
associated with to still understand the vulnerability
and sharing of those memories,” she said. Miller’s piece
is centered around the ideas
of vulnerability, risk, and
community, with the seed
packets of memories being
the things that helped her
bloom into the person she
is now. By making her piece
interactive, she invites the
viewer into her experience,
with the hope that they will
see that it is worth it to be
vulnerable, but also thankful for those who relentlessly pursue us, even when we
push against them.
Carl Simakoff ’s piece goes

in a totally different direction than Miller’s. He created 300 cyanotypes, an
artistic practice that can
be thought of as ‘primitive’
photography. They are hung
up in orderly rows on the
wall, almost overwhelming
the viewer just with their
sheer number. These cyanotypes are the same flower, laboriously repeated, but
because of the fragility of
the flower and the nature of
cyanotypes, none of them
is exactly the same. There is
a strange tension between
comfort and discomfort
in this piece, as the display
makes the viewer feel small
and somewhat insignificant,
but at the same time, there
is a familiarity with the repetition that encourages the
viewer to keep looking, to
keep noticing things, and to
not glance over it simply because they think they have
seen everything.

Molly Kelley’s work is interactive and inviting, as well.
She created a pop-up book
centered around the age old
practice of quilting, using
her graphic design concentration to grab her viewer’s
attention with vibrant colors and overall clean effect.
Her display of the book itself, situated on a desk with
a chair, invites the viewer
to sit down, flip through,
and learn something that
perhaps they didn’t know
before. Her work is an excellent example of how all
culture is created by previous cultures, and it is a remarkably simple, effective
way of communicating the
history of quilting, but also
the importance of continuing to pursue an art practice
that may be dying out.
Hannah Orren’s piece is
challenging to the viewer in a different way from
any of the others. Her artist statement is essential
to the piece, as she takes a
concept that could easily
be misconstrued and turns
it into something beautiful and thought provoking.
Her photographs all contain female figures whose
faces are purposefully hidden, whether by their hair,
cellophane, or a plastic tablecloth. The effect of these
photographs is striking,
making the viewer question why these female figures are portrayed in such
a way. While it might be
easy to dismiss them as another ‘feminist critique’ of
how women are not seen
or heard the way that they
should be, there is a deeper
meaning to Orren’s work.
“By hiding these women’s
faces I am not dehumanizing or objectifying them.
Instead, I aim to make visible externally what may
be taking place internally or what we want to hide

from these public spaces. I,
like many women, have felt
pressures from the world on
how we are supposed to be,
act, and show ourselves. My
photographs call attention
to these pressures, but don’t
offer easy answers on how to
navigate them.”
“Replay” is a show that
causes its viewers to slow
down, to question why certain things make them uncomfortable, but also why
certain things are worth exploring. Simakoff challenges
his viewers’ preconceptions
about photography and repetition, asking them to really look, not just see. Miller
and Kelley focus on the impact and the importance of
community, and how it is
built through vulnerability
and craft. Orren addresses
vulnerability and insecurity as well, but in a way that
does not shy away from the
weight of taking the risk
to be known. These works
are thought provoking and
exceptional, and they are
worth hitting replay.
The other three SIP shows
will be on display in the Lucas Art Building on the following dates:
Exhibit 2: March 27-April
5, Reception: March 27.
Exhibit 3: April 10-19, Reception: April 10. Exhibit 4:
April 24- May 3, Reception:
April 24.

photos by Eden Anyabwile
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WALLOWS’ LATEST ALBUM,
“NOTHING HAPPENS”

by Carly Barrett

If you consider yourself a
part of the pop-rock music fanbase, then you’ve
probably heard of Wallows,
and if not, well then... now
you have. The band members include Cole Preston,
Braeden Lemasters, and
oddly enough, one Dylan
Minnette, who played Clay
in the popular Netflix series,
“Thirteen Reasons Why.”
Playing together since they
were 11 years old, Wallows
integrates the smooth pop
sound of recent years’ music into alternative rock, in
hopes of bringing rock music to the next generation.
The band just released their
new album, “Nothing Happens” on March 22nd, and
it was a success with fans
right off the bat. It was their
first full-length project, but
many mentionable singles
(“Pleaser,” “Sun Tan,” “Pulling Leaves off Trees,” etc.)
and an EP (“Spring EP”)
preceded it. The “Spring

EP” released in 2018 definitely paved the way for
“Nothing Happens,” as the
band explored a more integrated mix of pop and rock
sounds than seen in previous tracks, including more
upbeat synth beats. This exploration and integration of
groovy pop with alternative
rock comes to colorful fruition in “Nothing Happens.”

The single that came prior
to the album release, “Are
You Bored Yet?” quickly
rose to become the trio’s
most popular song on Spotify. The song features young
and funky artist, Clairo, and
is especially poppy in comparison to the other songs
on the album. In contrast to
their previous hits, such as
“Pictures of Girls,” this song
takes a much softer, groovier approach to vocals as well
as instrumental choices.
The inclusion of Clairo on
the track was an invitation
to her more pop-preferable
fans to discover Wallows’
new sound, and expand

their fan base into the upand-coming pop circle.
Not only is this project
groovier and glossier than
what we’ve seen from Wallows before, it also includes
an array of deeper and more
clever lyrics than the typical boy-band lyrics of their
past. The song “Scrawny”
pokes fun at their look in
a way that takes ownership
of their odd, but relatable
‘flaws,’ while throwing jokes
back in the face of their critics. The chorus of the song
goes, “I’m a scrawny MotherF*cker with a cool hairstyle.” Now that the band
has gained a big enough fan
base, they can have a little
fun with their reputation
and identity in their lyrics.

and unexpected surprises
of young adulthood. Lyrics like “Your parents will
eventually separate” and,
“All the times that feel like
everything, when nothing
really happens at all. They’re
still here, all in that important room. You’ve got your
pictures up on the wall, up
on the wall” cater to the
tortured-teen narrative, but
also relate to that of people
Closer to the end of the al- in their twenties, transibum, they return to a heavi- tioning into a bewildering
er sound, but don’t leave the adulthood.
pop-esque sound affects behind entirely. The last song, The theme of “Nothing Hap“Do Not Wait” closes out pens” can be summed up
the set boldly, with an ex- by the lyrics “It gets worse
ploration of the frustrations before it gets better” from

REVIEW: A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE
EVENTS, SEASON 3
by Roy Uptain

been on the run from Count
Olaf (Neil Patrick Harris)
Life isn’t fair. The truth is who hunts them down in an
complicated. The law isn’t attempt to get his villainous
always just. These seem like hands on their fortune as
hard lessons to pack into a they travel from one incomstory for young adults but petent guardian to another.
Daniel Handler pulled it
off in his Series of Unfortu- But season three is where
nate Events. Now Handler’s the series truly sets itself
quirky steampunk world apart. Up to this point the
has been fully brought to life three children are presented
with the help of Netflix. The as innocent, well-educated,
third and final season of the and respectful unfortunates
show was released in Janu- adrift in a corrupt, stupid,
ary to much critical acclaim. and insolent world. But now
the trio are incited to fight
The first two seasons intro- back against injustice and
duced us to Violet (Malina villainy. However, their new
Weissman), Klaus (Louis found agency brings with it
Hynes), and Sunny Baude- a whole host of complicalaire (Presley Smith), who tions when they are pushed
were orphaned when their to the point of using disparents died in a fire that guises, lying, and breaking
destroyed their childhood the law in order to protect
home. Since then, they have themselves and bring Olaf

photo from billboard.com

to justice. The ethical nature of their choices is under constant debate, and the
children’s moral spectrum
takes on shades of gray.
Warning, there are season 3
spoilers ahead. Their struggle comes to a head in the
“Penultimate Peril Parts 1
and 2,” when the children
are finally able to present
a record of their wrongs in
court. But if you think that
any type of happy ending is
waiting just around the corner, think again. Near the
end of the trial Violet exclaims, “The law isn’t always
just -- isn’t always good!”
This is more than her frustration at an unfair ruling. It
is an indictment of a system
that has failed to provide for
or protect the orphans time
and again and has even al-

ITALIAN SONNET
by Mary Haynes
When kindly words fail to alleviate
What I, in grief, cannot but torment name
Do not withdraw or empathy constrain
But keenly note what I would fabricate
In weak attempts to carefully create
A world without my wilderness of pain;
And having glimpsed tumultuous terrain,
I beg thee go in prayer to supplicate.
For earnest words to greater powers sent
Are sweeter than the temporary pride
Obtained from wit or tenderness applied
To fest’ring woes that cannot be content
With any but the tenderest of balms,
The ointment dripping from his piercéd palms.

“Do Not Wait.” This album
is an array of heavy guitar,
poppy effects, synth beats
and 80s undertones that
cannot go unnoticed. Wallows certainly made waves
with their first full-length
album, exploring themes of
childhood nostalgia, infatuation, relationship problems
and identity ownership. The
bookends, “Old Friend” and
“Do Not Wait” both assure
their audience that all of
these confusions and crises
of life can be made better
with friends to suffer with,
and learn from.

lowed itself to be infiltrated called the series a “masterby those who would abuse class in how to build a faithits power for selfish gain.
ful adaptation.” Neil Patrick
Harris has received special
Viewers who expect all nar- acclaim in his role as Count
rative loose ends tied up Olaf as has Patrick Warburnicely in a bow should take ton for his role as the fourth
the narrator’s
wall-breaking
narrator,
constant advice to find Lemony Snicket.
something—
anything—
else to watch because things
just get more complicated as
the orphans set out to sea.
The growing list of mysteries
and unanswered questions
may frustrate some, but in1955
2018
stead of it being a sign of a
storyteller who can’t resolve
a plot, it is a sign Handler’s
unique genius. Life is full of
mysteries and looking into
them often generates more
questions than answers.
Every potential end point
Katie Smith
turns into a new beginning.
Editor In Chief
Season three currently has
a 100% rating on the media
review aggregator Rotten
Tomatoes, and the previous two are at 94%. Samantha Nelson of “The Verge”
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REFLECTIONS FROM A
SENIOR ART MAJOR
by Lidia Dunayeva

sociology class about family dynamics, to a weepy art
For you from me, free: history class about women,
Many of you reading this ar- to accounting 101. I rememticle probably have no idea ber some of the best weekwho I am. I’m a senior art ends I had were trips to my
major who’s just as tired and roommate’s
hometowns
stressed as the rest of you. I or camping trips with my
wanted to write a note about
what I’ve learned during my
time here and what I can
maybe pass along before I
graduate in a few weeks.
As I sit back and wallow in
sentiment (something I’ve
been doing a lot this year), I
first think about how proud
I am to be a part of a student body that identifies as
seeking to live for Christ in
all ways. I think about how
even though this campus is
small as a pea, I can watch
the sun rise and set from
a mountaintop for four
years and it never gets old.
I think about how much
I’ve learned from getting to
know so many people and
how I took anything from a

“I can watch the sun rise and
set from a mountaintop for
four years and it never gets
old.”
dent first, so work hard and
be intentional. You can’t afford to be consistently lazy
while you’re in school. We’re
blessed to be here, remember that to whom much is
given, much is expected. We
This isn’t an advice column, are surrounded by a combut I do want to share some munity of believers called to
things I’ve learned that I continually live a life that reflects Him. But who knows,
find invaluable:
maybe instead of being enhall. I remember moving off
campus and wishing I had
stayed. I also remember Junior year being so busy that
I barely slept...but it was still
my favorite.

YOUTUBE: GAMERS
RISE UP
by Mark Davis
“No one wants positive news
stories about YouTubers.”
Huh. Guess I’m no one then.
When was the last time
you heard something positive about YouTubers from
somewhere other than YouTube? The only one I can
think of is a comedic musical number done by James
Corden’s Late Late Show.
That was three years ago,
and it wasn’t a news story, it
was a playful mockery. Not
that it was bad -- I like the
song, but it isn’t serious.
When was the last time you
heard something negative
about YouTubers from another media? Around the
end of February, Disney,
Nestle, and Epic Games
pulled their ads from the
website after creator Matt
Watson uploaded a video
describing how easy it is to
find links to child pornography in the comments section
of videos. Two months ago
there was a negative opinion
article in The Bagpipe on
YouTube. We had RiceGum
and Jake Paul promoting
gambling to children with
the Mystery Brand Scandal
in December, Logan Paul’s
graphic suicide forest video
at the beginning of 2018,
etc.

Please take care of yourself.
This will sometimes mean
removing yourself from
people whom you enjoy
but who aren’t helping your
mental growth. Get off Instagram for awhile and take
a day off school, ask a teacher to suggest a book they
think you’d like, be nice to
people, take an art elective,
use less plastic. Covenant is
a lot of fun but don’t forget
that you’re here to be a stu-

Jacksepticeye (real name
Sean McLoughlin, 21.77
million subscribers) in the
last year raised just over a
million for charity. In 2016,
he had a record of $1.3 million donated in AIDS research. He has supported
But the reality is that these St. Jude’s Children Research
Make-A-Wish
bad actors are a small por- Hospital,
tion of the giant ecosystem Foundation, and Crisis Text
of YouTube. Many creators Line.
have produced hundreds of
hours of funny, thoughtful, And finally, PewDiePie
(real name Felix Arvid Ulf
or helpful content.
Kjellburg, 91.33 million
And not just for their own subscribers): the most subgain. In 2018, $20 million scribed individual in all of
was raised for charity by YouTube. You may have
YouTube creators and their heard of him, if not the othcommunities, $12 million ers, from articles in 2015
of which was from gaming depicting him as a racist,
channels. There are so many but let’s look at PewDiePie’s
great contributing groups in impact. In 2016 he raised
the gaming community, but $1.3 million for RED (which
here are three individuals
who have gone above and
beyond in giving back.

couraged in Christ, you’ve
found it’s easy to be lazy in
your faith… Keep praying.
Don’t forget that prayer
works. I could say so much
but I want to leave you with
my favorite bible verse, Philippians 4:5-9. “Let your
gentleness be evident to all.
The Lord is near. Do not be
anxious about anything, but
in everything, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests
to God. And the peace of
God, which transcends all
understanding, will guard
your hearts and your minds
in Christ Jesus. (and then
my favorite part...) Finally,
brothers, whatever is true,
whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable--if anything is excellent or praiseworthy--think about such
things. Whatever you have
learned or received or heard
from me (the apostle Paul),
or seen in me--put it into
practice. And the God of
peace will be with you.”

helps poor communities affected by HIV/AIDS) in 8
hours. That’s $45 a second.
He donated $153,000 to
Charity: Water which helps
bring drinkable water to
rural areas, and $343,000
to Save The Children. The
biggest kicker is this: recently PewDiePie has been
contending with T-Series,
a multi-channel network
based in India. When some
of his fan base began making racist comments about
Indians, his response was
to set an example by starting a GoFundMe to donate to Child’s Rights and
You (CRY) to stop forced
child labor in India. CRY’s
website was shut down for
a period. It was unable to
process the volume of user
donations from people sent

THE
VERDICT

YES,
to sticky notes.

NO,
to vandalism.

there by PewDiePie.
In short, YouTube and YouTube gamers are much bigger than the ones you’ve
heard about. These are only
three individual actors.
Many group channels have
contributed as well. In response to hearing about
Alex Trebek’s cancer, Rooster Teeth’s Let’s Play channel played a video game
version of Jeopardy to raise
money for pancreatic cancer research. Regardless
of YouTube corporate, the
adpocalypse, and negative
media coverage, the creators
on YouTube have great and
powerful voices, and have
used them for good. And the
community has responded.
And I can truly say: I am so
proud of this community.

Markiplier (real name Mark
Edward Fischbach, 23.45
million subscribers), in the
time from September 2012
to February 2016 raised
$628,670.14. In 2018, he
raised just under a million,
and he announced at the
end of 2018 that all proceeds from his merchandise
going forward will be donated, which is estimated
to be $100,000 to $300,000
a month. His charitable
contributions have gone to
Doctors without Borders,
St. Jude’s Children Research
Hospital, and Depression
and Bipolar Support Alliance.
photo from youtube.com
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE WOMEN OF
COVENANT AND BEYOND
by Sarah Grace Plante

Maybe like me, when
you were growing up you
learned to always make
yourself small. Maybe like
me, you were crying and
you were told to pull yourself together. Maybe like
me, you were upset and you
were told to calm down.
Maybe like me, when you
were hurt or offended by
someone, you thought you
shouldn’t say anything for
fear of retaliation or you always found something you
could apologize for first.
Maybe like me, you read
this list and you think, “I
mean, yeah, that’s how that

just keep quiet.
Well ladies, I call BS.
I think that conservative
evangelical culture in its
unhealthy distortions of
scripture and God’s design
have both implicitly and
explicitly taught its women
that expressing strong emotion is inherently negative;
that someone negatively
responding to you is your
fault; that the only way to
maintain peace is to keep
your mouth shut. This has
bred generations of women
who stifle their feelings and

with judgment, disdain, and
even their morality or faith
can be called into question.
As an example, if I am angry, and I choose to express
my anger in a way that is
non-harming to others nor
to myself, those who distort
God’s creation of and calling
for women see me not as a
woman who is making space
for herself, but as a woman
who is “too much,” “overwhelming,”
“confusing,”
“frustrating,” “unapproachable,” etc. I find it hard to believe that other women like
me never get angry. Rather,
I think that we have some-

“We as women have been taught that our
negative emotions as a whole are at best too
much, and at worst immoral. We have been
taught that we are culpable for others’ reactions to us, and that our own hurt is always
overshadowed by others’ hurt and it’s best
for everyone to just keep quiet.”
works right?” Maybe like
me, now these are patterns
you still fall into, and all the
ways you were treated when
you were younger you have
now internalized and normalized into how you “parent” yourself.

have little to no tools to engage their emotions healthily, women who believe that
passivity equals peace, and
tell themselves, and their
daughters, “to get over it”
when they feel silenced, suffocated, dismissed, or minimized. This has bred generI believe that many women ations of women who have
at Covenant, and many con- very little sense of what is
servative evangelical wom- their responsibility (their
en, have experienced this, own actions, reactions,
at least partially. By “this” thoughts, feelings etc.) and
I mean the small, almost what is not their responsiindiscernible, voice that bility (others’ actions, retells you your emotions are actions, thoughts feelings
not welcome or that there etc.).
is something wrong with
them; the message that says I recognize this is not the
when you are offended you experience of every woman
must have done something who has grown up in confirst to evoke their reaction; servative evangelical circles
the incessant need to apolo- in the U.S. nor is it only an
gize for things that you are experience of women grownot responsible for, have no ing up in those circles. It is
control over, or are simply neither a monolithic nor an
not offenses that warrant isolated occurrence. Across
apologies. We as wom- times, cultures, and nations
en have been taught that women have been condiour negative emotions as a tioned in a myriad of differwhole are at best too much, ent ways to make themselves
and at worst immoral. We small in order to conform
have been taught that we (for everyone else’s comare culpable for others’ re- fort) to the society and subactions to us, and that our cultures they live in. Often,
own hurt is always over- when women push against
shadowed by others’ hurt that cultural restraint or soand it’s best for everyone to cietal message, they are met

willed, expressive, passionate, and opinionated self
that I fear I would automatically be labeled as “overly
emotional,” “volatile,” “aggressive,” or even “bitchy.”
Quite honestly, all of this
has led to a genuine shame
about who I am, and I firmly believe that there must be
a “more excellent way” than
this (1 Corinthians 12:31
ESV).
I am here to tell you that
you are allowed to take up
space. You are allowed to
feel strong emotions. You
are allowed to feel hurt and
express it to who hurt you.
You are allowed to express
your passions, dreams,
opinions, preferences and
desires. You are allowed to
not apologize for the things
that are out of your control
and/or not your responsibility. You are allowed to be
more than quiet, small, submissive, gentle, and helpful. You are allowed to stop
making sure everyone feels
comfortable at the expense
of degrading and minimizing yourself.

how so internalized the idea
that expressing your true
emotions is morally wrong,
that we have grown up unaccustomed to expressing
them.

It’s a lot of work to develop
a deep sense of self-awareness, of how to engage and
cope with strong emotions,
what you can and cannot
tolerate in relationships, etc.
It’s tough out there when
I’m not here to throw shade you end up encroaching on
at the conservative church, others space, not because

“It is hard, but that does not
mean that we should succumb to smallness at the cost
of dampening our spirits,
drowning our voices and degrading our unique worth.”
or at women who do act this
way. All of this is based on
experiences I have had, situations I have observed, and
what I have gathered upon
reflection. I have been this
woman…the one who always makes herself small…
who, before anyone even
says a word, bites her tongue
and stifles her spirit, for fear
of making others uncomfortable. It is so ingrained
into me, that if I were to truly be my boisterous, strong-

you are too big, but because
others have not yet learned
how to make space for
themselves. It’s challenging
to re-train thought patterns,
rewrite self-narratives, weed
out lies, and master insecurity. It is heavy emotional
and mental lifting, that we
need the Holy Spirit to do,
but I believe is absolutely necessary. It is hard, but
that does not mean that we
should succumb to smallness at the cost of damp-

ening our spirits, drowning
our voices and degrading
our unique worth. Yes, continue to walk in love, compassion, kindness and consideration towards others.
That shouldn’t change, and
you can still be a woman
who knows herself, values
herself, and makes space for
herself, while also counting others more significant,
looking not only to your interests, but also to the interests of others (Philippians
2:3-4 ESV). Let’s remember, that verse does not say
“make yourself small so others can be big,” or “ignore
your interests and only pay
attention to others’ interests.” In fact, that verse sets
a precedent that you are in
fact significant, but with humility, we can elevate others
above ourselves, without degrading our own value. We
can, in fact, pay attention to
our own interests and preferences, while simultaneously demonstrating that it
matters to us how others feel
and what they prefer. Christ
was not self-seeking and did
not stomp on the worth of
others, and neither should
we. I want to insist, however, that a genuine selflessness and deep and authentic
value of self are not mutually exclusive. I would go
even further to say that we
cannot truly understand the
depth and value of others’ if
we do not first understand
and accept it in ourselves.
My encouragement to you:
dig into yourself and see
what you find. Accept her,
welcome her, give her space
to be human, to feel a wide
range of intense emotions,
to speak up when she feels
dismissed or mistreated,
and to express the wild
and beautiful landscape of
her mind and spirit. Look
not to others’ approval or
opinion for validation of
that worth, value and right
to take up space. Look instead to Christ, His undeniable acceptance and love
for you in the midst of your
mess, and the infinite truth
that you bear the image of
the Creator of the universe,
which you uniquely express,
to find the validation and
worth your soul so deeply
longs for.

